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INTRODUCTION

•1
1
~

The Western Clay Hanufacturing Company was founded in 1905 by Nicholas
Kessler and Jacob Switzer with Charles Bray as general manager.

Western Clay

went on to become Nantana's largest clay products manufacturing company.

In

the process, Charles Bray's son Archie, who became the manager of Western
Clay upon his father's death in 1931, went on to become one of Helena's major
patrons of the arts and in 1951 founded the Archie Bray Foundation, a ceramic
arts educational institution of national reputation.

J
ij

The Western Clay Hanufacturing Company went out of, business in'1960.
The brickyard was sold to a Canadian firm, while the Archie Bray Foundation
became an entity independent of Western Clay.

The cbrickyard , was :mothballed';
'. --':

i

r"thetth,u(beingd,emolis,hed and, consequently,i; in surprisingly good i
.'....:'

condition, conside.ring. the fact that i t has been abandoned fox,

25' y~an,.

In

~

19~4, ,the Archie, Bray Foundaribn purchased the-brickyard from the Canadian

l

firm and is currently studying possible futures for the brickyard and its

,

buildings.
This historical narrative is part of that study.

This narrative has

been prepared by Fredric L. Quivik, Architectural Historian for ReneHable
Technologies, Inc. of Butte, Montana, as part of an architectural and historical inventory of the grounds of the Western Clay Nanufacturing Company
and the Archie Bray Foundation.

The inventory has led to a nomination to the

National Register of Historic Places for the Western Clay Manufacturing
Company Historic District which includes the brickyard, Foundation buildings
and other related structures.
This historical narrative describes the historical backg:cound to the
Western Clay Hanufacturing Company, the history of the company itself, the
equipment and processes employed at the brickyard, the history of the Archie
1

~

~

Bray Foundation, and the contribution both the brickyard and the Foundation
have made to Hontana's development.
The author wishes to thank several persons "'ho have helped gather information important to this report.

The staff of the Hontana Historical Society,

the staff of the Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology Library,
Karl Gurke of the University of Idaho, Rudy Autio of Hissoula, and Hichael
Peterson of Billings have all been very kind in their cooperation.

Members

of the Archie Bray Foundation, especially Kay Turman, Project Supervisor,
Kurt Weiser, Resident Potter, and Chip Clawson, Clay Business Manager, each
helped in making the facilities of the Foundation available.

FinallY--,/a

special debt of gratitude is due to Archie Bray. Jr. for his contribution and
conscientious reconstructions of the history and operations of the Western
Clay Manufacturing Company.
BACKGROUND TO WESTERN CLAY'S BRICKYARD
History of Brickmaking
Haking masonry units from mud or clay is a practice which goes back at
least 10,000 years.

The earliest bricks were hand-formed and dried and baked

in the sun by artisans in the Middle Eas t.
used to shape bricks at Jericho and in Peru.

Abou t 5,000 years ago, molds were
Bricks which are only sun-baked

are not very strong.
Certain types of materials, generally kno,m as clays, vitrify when fired
to higher temperatures and, therefore, become much stronger in compression.
Fi ring bricks to make them stronger seems to have been discovered abou t 4.000
years ago in places like India, China and the l1iddle East.

Brick was a

popular builMng material throughout the Roman Empire, but its use during the
Dark Ages was restricted to Italy.

By the 13th century, the use of brick was
2

re-established in England and Holland, the two countries most responsible for
importing the use of brick to Nor·th America .
. In the American colonies, Dutch sPottlers employed brick widely in an
effort to replicate the buildings they left in Holland.

Brick was less com-

manly used in England, but its use was a symbol ·of prestige.
grander homes of the English colonists were often Df brick.

Consequently,
However, the

ample supply of timber in the colonies made wood the predominant building
material.

Nevertheless, brick was often used in· the colonies for chimneys

and foundations.

The use of brick spread across the continent and, depending

on the availability of materials, enjoyed widespread use in some regions. l
Early Montana Brickmaking
The first European settlements in Montana were trading posts and missions.
Their temporary nature "as reflected in their log construction.
rush of the 1860's brought the first more permanent settlements.

The gold
The first

structures in these mining camps Were still of wood construction, since modes
of transportation to the gold fields from sources of supply were t.oo crude to
allo" for construction from anything but local materials.

Ho"ever, since

clay deposits suitable for brick production are relatively common throughout
Montana, local brickmakers soon established themselves if it looked as if a
camp might become permanent.

One of Montana's first brickmakers "as Helena

brewery o"ner Nicholas Kessler.
Early Hontana brickyards, such as Kessler's, were relatively primitive
affairs.

Horses or oxen hauled and mixed the clay.

Hen hand-formed the

bricks near the clay pits by throwing clay into sanded molds and then stacking
the bricks to dry under crude shelters from the sun and rain.

Once dried,

Lhe hricks were stacked in such a fashion that they became their
3

O1{O

kiln,

I

,
I

called a clamp or scove kiln.

Finished bricks were then hauled by horse-

drawn wagon to construction sites in the community.

This kind of early brick-

making took place only during slimmer months 2
0

1

i
1

There were several reasons which motivated settlers to use brick for the
construction oi their businesses and residences as soon as it looked like
their community would be permanent.

One was the age-old threat of fire and

the fact that brick construction is much more fire resistant than '>lOad construction.During the 1880's, for example, large fires destroyed many of the
commercial buildings in Dillorl, Glasgow and Glendive.

In each case, the

commercial buildings which burned had been built of wood and were replaced by
brick commercial structures. 3
Another reason to build in brick had to do with the boosterism that was
prevalent in an age when many small towns were competing with their neighbors
to attract residents and investments.

As in the English colonies, brick was

seen as a material of prestige as well as permanence and progress.

Butte)

for example, hac! been a gold boom tOlm in the 1860's, but by 1870 had declined
to a population of less than 200 and all of its buildings were of wood.

Irl

the mid-1870's, however, Butte re-emerged as a major mining center with the
advent of underground mining and Butte's population and prosperity grew fantastically during the rest of the 19th century.

The introduction of this

"era of true progress" was symbolized in the eyes of many by the beginning of
the use of brick for construction in 1878. 4

4

,

By 1894, there were at least 27 brickyards in ,lontana located in the
following counties,S
Beaverhead (2)
Carbon
Cascade
Choteau
Custer (2)
Dawson
.Deer Lodge (3)
Fergus
Flathead

Granite
Lewis and Clark (2)
rlad ison
Heagher
Hissoula
Ravalli
Silver Bow (2)
Teton
Yellowstone (2)

By 1913-14, Hontana had a larger population, yet fewer brickyards (20).

I

"

This was due to a couple of factors:

several of the above brickyards had

grown and had either merged or forced competitors out of business; trans portation infrastructure had improved so that larger brickyards in larger communities could supply the demand for brick in smaller communities, thus obv.iating
the need for many local brickyards.

I

In 1913-14, there were brickyards in the

following Hontana communities: 6
Helena
Ka1ispel
LeHistown
Livingston
Hiles City
Hissoula (2)
Musselshell
Polson
Hhitefish

Anaconda
Billings (2)
Bozeman
Butte
Deer Lodge
Fromberg
Great Falls
Hamilton
Hardin
The Industrialization of Brickmaking

As already described, early brickmaking was a very labor intensive
process and it remained relatively unchanged for thousands of years.

This

all began to change during the Industrial Revolution as other forms of ·power
"ere applied to tasks previously done by human or animal power and as innovators
tried to develop machinery and processes Hhich elimina ted as much as possible

5

the need for laborers to handle each individual brick.

Nany ne'N developments

began to appear in the mid-19th century and England was often their source. 7
Early brickmaking machinery simulated the hand actions of earlier brickmakers in that they forced clay into molds.

Besides saving labor and speeding

production, these machines had two other advantages:

they could' exert greater

pressure and, therefore, could produce denser and more finely shaped brick;
they could work stiffer or even dry clay, thus shortening or even eliminating
the drying time before the brick could be fired.

By the Centennial Exhibition

of 1876 in Philadelphia, illany brick-making machines had been invented and
were on display from England, Canada, Germany, and France as well as the
United States. 8
Among those displayed waS a machine which applied a very different concept to the forming of bricks.

Rather than pressing clay into molds, this

machine extruded clay through a die forming a continuous bar of clay in the
size and shape of brick.

This bar was then conveyed to a cutter comprised of

wires appropriately spaced so that they could cut the bar into individual
bricks.

Early brick extruding machines were problematic in that laminations

which weakened the brick were often produced as the clay passed through the
die.

These problems were resolved through selecting proper clays, mixing the

clay to the proper consistency and lubricating the die "ith "ater or heat. 9
The mechanization of brickmaking was also evident in the improved size
and performance of crushers and pug mills for preparing clay.

The advent of

steam power allo>led these machines to be driven by a single steam engine· >lith
pOl,er transmitted by means of overhead line shafts to crushers, pug mills and
brick machines.

Steam could also be piped to the machines to drive

which operated the brick presses.

piston~

Finally, steam allowed for a more rapid

6

drying process by piping steam to drying tunnels built especially foe that
purpose. IO
Firing or burning the bricks after they had dried initially took place
'in temporary kilns called scove kilns or clamps in which the bricks being
[ired created the kiln itself.

The bricks were stacked in such a manner that

periodic openings were left for the furnaces or fire boxes where the fuel
(wood or coal) was burned.

Hot combustion gasses passed up through the mass

of brick, first driving off the rest of the water, then oxidizing some of
the contents of the clay and finally vitrifying the brick.
i

IE(

furnaces vitrified sooner and were often deformed by the weight of the briel,s
above.

Brick near the top of the clamp often did not receive enough heat

and, therefore; "ere left underfired.

u

Thus, the process of burning brick in

these temporary kilns was relatively inefficient.

However, 'their advantage

was that they could be built whereve): the clay "as dug and formed into brick. ll
During the 19th century, do"ndraft kilns were developed as an improvement
over scove kilns.

II

Brick near the

Do"ndraft kilns "ere either rectangular or circular in

plan "ith fire box,openings around the perimeter.

Hot combustion gasses rose

up the sides of the kiln and then were dra1'n do1'n through the mass of brick
and through grates in the floor by means of a draft induced by a nearby
chimney which Has connected to the kiln through a belo,,-grade flue.

I

The

circular d01'lldraft kilns had a domed ceiling and were called beehive kilns.
Although these kilns were more efficient in the percentage of properly fired
brick they produced, they "ere still inefficient in that setters had to handstack the brick in the kilns for each firing and then unload the kilns by
hand after the brick had cooled. 12

7

This last vestage of hand labor "as eliminated in the 1890' s "hen the
tunnel kiln "as perfected.

Cars on tracks "ere loaded "ith brick at the

brick machine, slO1,ly moved through the drying tunnels, and then finally
through the tunnel kiln in "hich, at various stages, the brick was subjected
to the proper temperatures for the steps in the firing process.
ORIGINS OF WESTERN CLAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Kessler's Brick and Tile Horks
Nicholas Kessler "as born in Luxemburg in 1832 and emigrated to the
United States in 1854.

He worked in Chicago for a ·fe" years before heading

"est to the gold fields of Colorado and then Montana.

In 1865, he bought a

bre"ery in .He1ena "hich he operated until his death in 1901.

Although best

known as the owner of one of Montana's largest and longest operating bre'"eries,
the Kessler Brewery, Kessler was also well knmm as a brickmaker.

He began

producing brick in 1866 and continued to expand that business as well.

In

1875, he entered into partnership of several years duration with Matthew
Wormer, and in 1880 he purchased his first two brickmaking machines.

Kessler's

first brickyard was located near his brewery, not at the location of the Hestern
Clay Manufacturing Company.1 3
Hesterri Clay is located on the grounds of a brickyard founded by Charles
C. Thurston.

Thurston Ims born in New Hampshire in 1828.

He apprenticed to

be a brickmason in Boston where he worked until 1850 when h" moved to Ne"
York and established himself as a contractor.

In 1874, he "ent to work for

the Utah and Northern, a railroad «hich would eventually connect the mines in
Butte with the Union Pacific Railroad (the first transcontinental in the
U.S.) in Utah.

In 1876, he moved to Butte and established a brickyard there

which he operated until 1883 "hen he moved to Helena to establish yet another
8

brickyard. 14

Thurston operated his Helena brickyard for only t"10 yaars before

selling it to Kessler 15 and movirrg to Anaconda where he established a giant
brickyard to produce brick for Marcus Daly's new tmm and huge smelters
which processed are from the Anaconda Copper Mining Company mines in Butte. 16
One of his employees \,as Chales Bray who ,,!as born in England in 1864 to
a man employed in brick manufacturing.

Before moving to the United States in

1880, young Bray was apprenticed in the business of making bricks.

He \wrked

for brickyards in Minnesota and North Dakota before arriving in the employ of
Thurston in 1884.

When Kessler bought Thurston's works in 1885, he placed

Bray in charge of the operation;
enlarging the plant. 17

Bray was responsible for updating and

Having been thoroughly trained in the clay manufac-

turing business, he continued td keep abreast of the latest 1n technological
innovations and business practices.

For example, in 1898, Charles Bray

traveled to Pittsburgh for. the annual meeting of the National Clay Workers, a
professional organization of which he was a member. 18

Bray also served in

the third (1893) and eighth (1903) sessions of the Montana legislature. 19
When Bray arrived, the plant was operated with horse and oxen power and
the bricks were hand-molded from mud clay.

In 1885, Bray introduced a 15

horsepower steam engine to power new equipment for producing bricks including
wet-mud brick presses and a dry-clay press, improved the kilns for firing
clay products and added equipment for producing sewer pipe and tile, flower
pots and decorative brick.

These improvements allowed Kessler to increase

production and drop the price. 20

The Kessler Brick and Tile Works, as it Was

then called, got an especially large boost when the U.S. government decided
to build fort Harrison in Helena (Kessler. had been very active in efforts to
bring the military post to Helena).

The federal government acquired the land

9

in 1893 and the construction of several large brick structures as well as a
sewer system began soon thereafter. 2l
An inventory of buildings at the Kessler brickyard dated January 1, 1897,
showed a brick boiler house, two drying sheds, a dry pan shed, a kiln shed;
an office, and a variety of ancillary buildings such as bunk houses, cook
house, superintendent's residence, and a "barn.

The equipment inventory

included two steam engines, two boilers, machine tools for the machine shop,
. a sewer pipe press complete with dies for sewer pipe and flue linings, a
flower pot machine with dies, a dry pan, a "et pan, a dry press brick machine,
and four wet-mud brick machines with pug mills.

The Kessler works employed

about 30 men. 22
By the following year, the inventory of buildings had expanded to include
three downdraft kilns and the associated ·stack among other new structures ,23
Around the turn of the 20th century, the Kessler Brick and Sewer Pipe Works
was one of the leading clay manufacturers in Montana.

Statewide production

records show that the Kessler works consistently held ten percent of Montana's
common brick production during those years.

Brick manufacturers in Butte,

.Anaconda and Great Falls sometimes produced more brick than the Kessler "arks,
but their production levels varied wildly from year to year depending on the
demands of the mines and smelters. 24
The Kessler works, on the other hand, was meeting a general commercial
demand and, therefore, '<as able to maintain more consistent production levels.
Furthermore, those same state"ide production figures show that the Kessler
works "as the major consistent producer of sewer pipe, paving brick and other
clay products such as flower pots.
other consistent
Company.

man~facturer

At the turn of the century, the only

of sewer pipe-was the Butte Sewer Pipe and Tile

The only other brick manufacturer in Helena "as Jacob Switzer. 25
10

Switzer's Blossburg Works
Another major Helena brickmaker

~yas

Jacob Switzer who owned and operated

a manufacturing facility near his clay pits at Blossburg, just over Mullen
Pass about 15 miles west of Helena.
in 1839.

Switzer was born in Alsace on the Rhine

In 1857, he emigrated to the United States and first settled in

Leavenworth, Kansa"s, where he spent most of his first twenty years in Amerlca.
He moved to Helena in 1877 and by 1889 had his own wholesale liquor and cigar
business.

In 1890, Switzer purchased the land near Blossburg and by 1892'

established the S"itzer Brick and Terra-Cotta Company and installed up-todate equipment including brick and tile extruding machinery.

To avail himself

of the nearby Northern Pacific Railroad mainline, Switzer built a 1.5 mile
spur to connect his plant to the Northern Pacific. His clay at Blossburg Was
,
of fine quality suitable for'terra-cotta and tile fabrication. 26
Charles Bray and the Western Clay Manufacturing Company
In 1905, the Switzer and the Kessler works merged with the incorporation
of the Western Clay Manufacturing Company.

The two stockholders in the new

company were Switzer and Nick Kessler's son Frederick. 27
secretary and general manager.

Charles Bray was

Switzer's extruding machinery was moved to

Helena, and all brick, tile and pipe making activity was centered at the old
Kessler works.

The Switzer clay pits at Blossburg became the major clay

supply for the new company.

Prior to that, the Kessler works had obtained

its clay from an area On East Lawrence Street in Helena. 28
Other improvements were made at the plant of the new Western Clay'Hanufacturing Company as «ell.
kilns.

Bray installed new drying spaces and built beehive

Most of the buildings at the brickyard directly associated with the

brickmaking process Here probably built during this period immediately
11

I
I
I

following the creation of Western Clay, the exceptions being the boiler room,
the engine room and the sewer pipe press shop.

Some of the ancillary buildings

which still survive, like the bunk house, the cook house and the barn "ere
probably built prior to the creation of Western Clay.29
By 1908, the \,estern Clay Manufac!:'uring Company was knOlm as the most
complete clay manufacturing plant in Montana.

The plant was connec ted to

both the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific railroads for convenient
shlpping of product statewide.

The inventory of equipment included a crusher,

two dry pans, a wet pan, four pug mills, four soft-mud presses, two stiff mud
extruders, and a sewer pipe press.
Corliss steam engine.

The plant was powered by a 250 horsepower

Western Clay was known to have the most varied output

of any plant in Montana 'with products including flue'lining, clay tiles, fire
brick~

flower pots, lawn vases, culvert and sewer pipe, sidewalk and paving

brick, white and red pressed brick, and ornamental brick in addition to common

,

brick.

Products were shipped throughout the state as well as to Wyoming,

i

Idaho and eastern Washington. 30

The plant employed about 50 men, and i t still

acocunted for about ten percent of Montana's production of common brick
although its production was exceeded by the Butte plant and occasionally by
the plants in Anaconda, Great Falls or Billings. 3l
Ten years later, \,estern Clay was clearly the largest producer of brick
in Montana, producing more than twice as much COUlmon brick as its nearest

competitor, Great Fal1s. 32

During these years and up to his death in 1931,

BraY,continued'to upgrade the plant by converting wood frame structures
enclosing the brick and tile shops to brick, adding space to the drying shop
and improving the facilities in the clay shed.
stock in

West~rn

In 1920, nray bought SHitzer's

Clay and in 1928 became the sole owner by purchasing the

Kessler interests. 33
12

..
•
•

Archie Bray, Sr •
Charles Bray's two sons, Archie and Ray, both worked for him at Western
Clay.

To prepare him to take over the plant, Archie (the eldest) was sent by

his father to Ohio State University, thought to have the best ceramics program

I

in the country at the time, for a degree :tn ceramics engineering~

Within t'ivO

years of his graduation in 1911, Archie was made foreman of Western Clay.
His younger brother, Ray, lms the 'bookkeeper for the business. 34
When Charles Bray died in 1931, Archie took over as president and general
manager.

Ray died two years later.

One of the first improvements made

under Archie's management was the conversion of the operations from coal to
natural gas .33

The boil.ers, and .tlie k'ilrts'were ·.converted- in, 1931', the year

the Montana.·Powe'r-Goinpariy'com'plefed -its naturalCgas-pfpeliAe from Cut Bank
to .'="
Butte and

,~,=.c~-,-._-,~

.!ill.acQn.<lawJthbran"h~line
-

servi.<;.e to·U"lena and Deer Lodge •

-c--. c_ ,'-, - -

Western -Cll!Y yas,~me'QfJh~ Hrst.businessesin"Jle1ena t6'conve-rc' ,togas;
•.••'...

'j

<llong'1>lththeState Nursery and the East Helena smel.tei.36 )
During the thirties, Archie continued to improve the plant.

In 1935,

the brick extruding machine was replaced with a similar piece of equipment
which had a de-airing chamber just before the die, enabling the plant to make
a higher quality of brick.

rhe. f!1achine was

said~

tol1aveo..been the first

de cairillg'machlne ~westof theMi~SissipPi,' About that same time, Bray added
tl<O more drying tunnels to the brick plant.

Even during the height of the

depression, Bray employed about 40 men and production remained high as Western
Clay continued to be the state's largest producer.

During World War II;

employment dropped to four men plus Bray as a result of the "ar-induced labor
shortage,3?

13

I
After the war, Bray continued to improve the plane,
new warehouses were built during that period.

For e:<ample, tlW

However, demand for brick

~.".as

declining and Bray was turning his attention to his passion for the arts. 3ll
Archie Bray, Jr.
In the late 1940's, Archie Bray's health began to decline and his wife,
Effie, asked their son, Archie, Jr., then an airline pilot, to return to
Helena to help his father run \;estern Clay.

Hhen Archie, ST. died in 1953,

Archie, Jr. had been on hand for several years and was in a good position to
take over the business.

He too worked to improve the operations.

One of his

first improvements was the replacement of the steam engine with an electric
motor which drove the overhead line shafts. 39
The bottleneck in the manufacture of brick at Hestern Clay had ty'pically
been the firing process, it being a labor-intensive and time-consuming job to
hand-load the beehive kilns, fire the brick, let the brick cool, and unload
the kilns by hand.

In 1957, Archie, Jr. secured a loan from the Small Business

Administration to build a new tunnel kiln.

Unfortunately, because reinforced

concrete and concrete block were replacing brick in many construction applications, the demand for clay products continued to decline and Hestern Clay was
not able to repay the loan.
tions in 1960.

Hestern Clay

~mnufacturing

Hestern Clay employed about 14 men at the time of closure.

few years later, the SBA auctioned off the plant.

1

I

Company ceased opera-

The-,eriitreoperatiofl was

_bought by- I1B_diclcne_,Ha t- BJ:"ick.and:-Tile Company of Alberta and mothballed
,

A

to

~---'",,,-,<~,-"

ensure that the plant· .was·rtot re-opened,thus eliminating competition in the

A similar fate awaited the few other surviving brickyards in Montana.
The 1950's also saw the closure of plants in Great Fall., Missoula and Butte.

At the time lvestern Clay closed, Hontana's only two surviving brickyards were
in Billings and Lewistown. 4l
DESCRIPTION OF BUILDINGS AND

EQUIP~mNT

Digging Clay'
In the early years of Hes tern Clay, some clay for sof t-mud brick was
dug on the grounds of Hestern Clay, but the higher quality clay came from
Blossburg.

Each year in the early summer, a cre>! was sent to Blossburg to

dig the clay.

J
cj

The cre>! was housed in a bunk house, ate in a cook house, and

consisted of a cook, a man who ran the steam engine which pulled loaded cars
out of the pits to be dumped into waiting railroad gondolas, and three men
to operate the steam shovel.

,

The clay was inspected ahead of time by the

plant manager who instructed the men as to which of the varieties of clay on
the site to dig and into which cars to put it.
for different purposes.

Different clays were used

The clay was hauled by the Northern Pacific to

Helena. 42
Preparing Clay
At Helena, the Northern Pacific delivered clay to the clay shed at

:1

I

l,estern Clay.

There it was dumped to form piles of the various kinds of clay

for the various uses (common brick, decorative brick, hollow clay tile, sewer
pipe, etc.).

trestle,which.raI)
through. the., clayshed,th". concrete foundations ,of .the clay
..'.
- --'-'"

'

sJ)ed, and the ruins of" the- prima rycrusner'at

theeas~t'end'~of'

the clay shed.

T1H! clay shed was a [limple gable shelter over the trestle Hhich protected dry
clay from the weather.

Gondolas filled with dry clay were pushed onto the
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tres tIe by a locomotive to be unloaded onto the ground until needed.

At that

time, clay was shoveled onto a conveyor belt which moved the clay to the
primary crusher at the east end of the clay shed.
to dry pans for the tile and brick shops.
end was a bit· west of the brick shop.
during the 1930's.

From there, it was conveyed

Originally, the coal shed's east

The coal shed was extended to the east

Originally, the trestle was supported by wood pile bents.

These were replaced by the existing brick piers which were buil t one by one
during the 1920's and 30's.

The coal shed was demolished sometime after the

Western Clay Manufacturing Company closed in 1960.
Clay was conveyed to the dry pans, one in the tile shop and one in the
brick shop, from the primary crusher.

The dry pans are still in place and

are large grates onto which dry clay was poured and pulverized ,by two large
iron wheels until it was small enough to fall through the grates.
!l.,

~

After

falling !;hrough the grates, clay landed in a hopper where it was scooped up
by a bucket elevator.
The tile shop and the brick shop each have a bucket elevator which is
housed in the tall tower "hic'> extends above each shop.
the top of the tower and dumped onto a piano <lire screen.

Clay was elevated to
Clay "hich passed

through the screen dropped into the clay bin from which it was fed to the wet
pan or the pug mills.

Clay which would not pass through the screen was con-

veyed back to the dry pan for further crushing.
Each of these dry pans and elevators date at least to the beginnings of
the Western Clay Hanufacturing Company, if not before.
Holding and Shaping
Host dry, fine clay from the clay bins was fed to a pug mill adjoining
either the tile machine or the brick machine.
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Some of the clay, however,

was fed to the "e t pan which prepared it for the sewer pipe press or other

I
l

specialty applications.
The wet pan is beneath the clay bin for the tile shop and is similar in
configuration to the dry pan.

Ho"ever, the "et pan mixed·water «ith the dry

clay and "or!,ed the wet mixture until it was ready for use.

Wet' clay was

shoveled from the wet pan and conveyed by belf to the second floor of the
sewer pipe press room where it was fed into the steam-powered hydraulic press.
The press was controlled from the first fl06r.
through a die suspended from above.

The press would extrude clay

A movable platform below the die would

support the seWer pipe as i t was being formed.

From the platform, pipe would

be transferred to specially shaped carts and transported to the drying floor.
The wet pan and the pipe press may date from the 1890's.
The tile room is adjacent to and east of· the clay bin and contains the
pug mill which sits atop the tile machine.

The pug mill is a horizontal

cylinder with a central shaft and cutting blades which mixed clay and «ater
and worked it until it reached the proper consistency for making tile.

Pre-

pared clay dropped into the tile· machine which eXtl"uded clay out through
various shaped dies in a horizontal direction.

The extruded bar of clay

would pass through a cutter which used piano Hire to cut the extrusion into
desired lengths (the cutting machine for the tile room is presently in the
,

nearby brick room).

Shaped and cut tile then passed onto carts and trans-

ported the tile to the drying floors.

'l'hetileroom, houses over a dozEiit"·dies'

of various shapes'foJ:' both sewer tile -and·'hollow cl~y s true tural tile.
- <"'- __
~~'c~

~ ·,C

tile room also houses a flower pot machine.

The

The flower pot machine Was housed

in the flower pot shop, adjacent to the wet pan, until the electric motor was
installed there in about 1953.
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Bo th the pipe press and the tile room are adjacent to the tl"o-story
drying shop.

Two-wheeled hand carts carrying pipe and tile could be elevated

to the second floor on a belt driven freight elevator.

Beneath the floors

surrounding the elevator are numerous plaster molds for shaping vases and
other decorative clay products.
The clay bin over the brick shop also fed clay into a pug mi·ll over the
brick machine where it was mixed with water and prepared for making brick.
All of this equipment appears to date to the beginnings of Hestern Clay.

The

brick extruding machine, into which clay Was fed from the pug mill, was
installed in 1935.
vacuum chamber for
the die.

It has its own short pug mill and, more significantly, a
de~airing

the clay just prior to its being extruded through

This de-airing brick machine was a significant improvement over the

previous machine for making a higher quality brick.

Clay extrusions then

passed through the cutting machine, comprised of piano wires which cut the
extrusion into desired lengths, and onto cars for transport in the adjoining
drying tunnels.
The cars have steel wheels and rode On steel tracks which are still in
place.

Apparatus for negotiating the cars into the tunnels include a small

floor-mounted turntable and a car which moved perpendicular to the tunnels
and transorted the brick cars to the desired tunnel.

North of the brick

machine and adjacent to the drying tunnels is a large open room in which a
brick ra-pressing machine is housed.

The brick re-press ",as used to stamp

the name of the Western Clay Manufacturing Company or decorative figures onto
individual bricks.
'-,.---

"

Allcof the above described equipment is~in place and near working order,
unless ~otherwise

~indicated

•.
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Drying Products
The drying shop appears to be part of a larger assemblage of spaces
room~

including the clay crusller, the tile room, the boiler

1

and the machine shop.

the engine room,

The drying shop is a rectangular one- and two-story

brick structure with gable roofs.· The south end of the building appears to
have been the original section.

It was originally one story.

The north end

is a two-story addition with stepped parapets extending above the north gable
end which was built prior to 1916.

Shortly after 1930, the east half of the

south end was raised to a two-story height.

The shop is connected to the

kiln areas by means of ,wad frame enclosed ramps, one at the north end and
one on the east side.

,
The· second floor of the interior is supported by a wood post and beam
system and is comprised of 2 x 6's with one-inch spaces between them which
allowed air to freely circulate throughout the shop.

The shop is equipped

with steam pipes beneath both floors which heated the space and facilitated
the drying process.

The shop is adjacent to the freight elevator, the tile

shop and the sewer pipe press for the easy transport of clay products from
fabrication to drying.

At the southwest corner of the drying shop is the old

flower pot shop where clay flower pots were fabricated.
The brick drying tunnels are adjacent to the brick shop and are of brick
construction (the walls separating each tunnel are built of brick) with a
single gable roof covering all the tunnels.

The tunnels are a little over

100 feet long, with the south end directly adjacent to the brick shop and the

north end opening to an extension of the gable roof "hich sheltered the brick
cars before they

~lere

moved to the kilns.

Originally there were seven tunnels;

during the 1930' s, two more tunnels were added along thc east side of the
structure along with a roof extension to the east for sheltering additional
19
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brick cars,

The roof of the drying tunnels is punctuated by several rO'<s of

vertical wood vent stacks which helped induce a draft to carry moist air out
of the tunnels.
There is a wood door at each end of each tunnel.
of tracks on the ground;
tunnels.

Each tunnel has a set

Beneath the tracksare steam pipes for heating the

Brick cars were.loaded with newly made brick at the brick machine

and moved into a tunnel for drying.

Each car held about 400 bricks, each

tunnel held 14 cars, it .took about a day to dry the brick in the tunnels, and
it took about eight tunnels full of brick to fill the beehive kiln.

Under

the roof at the north end of the tunnels is a car which was used to transport
brick cars from the dryi'ng tunnels to the kilns •
Firing Products
Scove kilns were the typical type of kiln used to fire brick before the
advent of more sophisticated kilns such as beehive kilns.
scove kilns were comprised entirely of unfired brick.

The most elementary

More sophisticated

scove kilns, such as those surviving at Western Clay, had permanent sidewalls.
It is not known exactly when these scove kilns were built, although they probably predated the first beehive kilns which appear to have been bulit about
1905.

In 1916, there were four of these scove kilns on the site.

survive.

They were last fired in about 1924.

Only two

They >lere converted to ware-

houses with the addition of gable roofs in about 1935.
The

t>lO

gable roof.

surviving scove kilns are rectangular brick structures with a
Originally> the brick sidewalls were the only pemanent parts of

the structure and "ere used to contain a batch of brick as it was being fired.
Bricks were stacked in the scove kiln in such a way that they were vaulted
over the fire boxes and they had spaces between each brick so that hot: gasses

!
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could pass between the bricks and fire them.

1

The side,,,alls each have several

arched openings at grade which allowed firemen to tend the fires in the kiln.
The sidewalls also have brick vertical projections I;hich look like buttresses
spaced between the firebox openings.
batch of

br~ck

Straps installed over the vault of each

and attached to these buttresses resisted the outward thrust

of the brick.

'"

-,
/

.

/'

l\eehive pf ~ .downdr"f t kilns. were developed

.. ::..:....

~-

~toimprove~

flring

~eff iciency

',-"

by drawing hot gasses~ from'the -firebox down through t-he - mass of brick and out
through a nearby stack.

Coal o-r wood (and later natural 'gas) was burned in

the fire boxes behind the "bag ",alls."
sides of the kiln and

along~

Hot combustion gasses rose up the

the dome and then were drawn down through the

mass of brick and the brick floor grate by the draft induced by the stack.
This process more evenly fired the hrick and was an improvement over the
earlier scove kilns in which many bricks were either under- or over-fired.

It is not kn,8,,:n _whether any of the surviVingbeefrive kilns are those' initial
-~'

."

.dwndraft. kilns _or i f

':i

H~s

tern·

Clay~

they~

",ere built

in~19.05

at the creation of

Hes~tern

, .i

pefore 1916.

These beehive kilns are brick structures abo",h10.~eetin diallle~_~r in
their outside dimension.

At the base of each is a brick wall about eight

feet tall ",1 th steeL . bilndS wrappe\iaround . i- t - at- var.ious- heights to
,-----~.----~----;=--.>--"

-------~

~--

~r:estra:i.n

the outward thrust of the dome and with
various arcl)ed
openings to the inside.
'.,
.--.1
"J~,-.;

~-i

Two of these openings, one on each side of the kiln, are approximately six
feet high and Were used to load and unload the kiln.

The other ten openings

are evenly spaced around the perimeteL' of the kiln nnd allo",ed access to the
fireboxes.
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!
A brick dome rests on this perimeter wall and reaches a height of about
20 feet.

At the center of the top of each dome is a small circular hole

which allowed air into the kiln during firing and allOl,ed the brick to be
inspected during firing.

!
!

. bag walls alld ser'1.ed to shield the brick being fired. from direct. exposure.1to
~,--'-

--

the fire.

The floor of each kiln is comprised of a grate of large bricks

which allowed the hot gasses in tlie kiln to be drawn dOlm through the floor
to the underground flue which connected
"c

th~ . J<.Jl[nJ;.o·

the-adjacent'

stJ'c~.

--:r'I;'o·

of .t;heses.taeks .survivec•..cTh,,- .perimeter ,.of· .thee kilnsare surrQunde.d bYe aw\lod
~'_

frame shed roof shelter. which cov",T.s,th.8 cgr(j\,nd .betweenall the kilns 81'.cept ...
1/6 which has its own surrounding shelter.
The tunnel kiln is housed in a metal frame building (manufactured by
Butler) with corrugated steel siding, a slab-an-grade foundation and a gable
roof.

Within the building are two tunnel kilns, a drying kiln and a firing

kiln, designed and built by Harrop (a kiln manufacturing company).

This

building is connected to the brick shop by a small metal passage within which
is a conveyor belt which transported brick from the brick shop to the kiln.
Brick were loaded onto cars in this building and moved first through the
drying kiln and then through the firing kiln in a continuous operation.
Support Functions
There are numerous buildings on the grounds of the Hestern Clay Hanufacturing Company which supported the operations of the plant including a blacksmith shop, various storage facilities, accommodations for room and board,
and agricultural structures.

The most central of these support structures,

however, are the boiler room/engine room/machine shop.
22
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These three rooms appear to be part of a larger assemblage ·0£ spaces
which include the tile shop and the drying shop which have already been described.

These three rooms are all of brick bearing «all construction with a

complex set of roofs.

The main roof is a hipped .roof over the engine room

and part of the boiler room.

There is a shed roof over the machine shop and

a shed roof over the rest of the ·boiler room plus an extension above the
boiler room «hich houses the base. of the t«in boiler stacks.
The boiler room houses tl>O Atlas coal-fired boilers which liere converted

1

to gas in 1931.

It also houses a large water tank, a shower room for employees

which is said to have been one of the first showers installed in Helena, and
variou·s storage compartments and work benches for boiler maintenance.
The engine room is now largely.vacant; the only remnants of its former
use are a variety of gauges on the liall between it and the boiler room which

~

'I

"ere used to regulate the steam engine.

The engine room housed a 250 horse-

power Corliss stearn engine, the fly wheel of which drove a belt which, in
turn, drove line shafts which po"ered all of the equipment at the Hestern Clay
Manufacturing Company.

The steam engine was removed and replaced by an elec-

tric motor in about 1953.
The machine shop houses machine tools for maintaining equipment at the
plant and for fabricating dies for the brick and tile machines.

Almost all

the equipment is still in place, including a lathe, a drill press, a planer,
a steel cutting sal<, grinding wheels, etc.

All the equipment lias driven by

ovel'head line shafts l<hich are still in place.
The advent of steam boilers, stearn engine and steam-pol<ered equipment
necessitated forge and machine tool capabilities to maintain the equipment
and to fabricate new parts.

Thus, the blacksmith shop was built.

Built by

1897, the blacksmith shop is a rectangular one-story «ood frame structure
23

with board and batten siding and a gable roof with corrugated metal roofing.
There are still many blacksmith and other tools on the inside.
The operation also required storage facilities for finished products.
There are several Harehouses on the grounds which date from the post Horld
Har II era.

The oldest of the storage facilities is the pot and tile store

house, north of the beehive kilns and probably built in the 1890's.

It is a

one-store rectangular Hood frame structure with board and batten siding and a
corrugated metal roof of wood shingles.

It has a dirt floor .and is badly

deteriora ted.
Around the turn of the century, most of the men who worked at the Kessler
brickyard and later the Hestern Clay Nanufacturing Company lived on the
grounds due to the distance of the brickyard from Helena.
part of the employees' pay •.

Room and board Has

The cook shed, south of the clay shed, was used

to feed the men until about 1947 when the policy of room and board on the
premises ceased.

The cook shed is a rectangular one-story wood frame building

Hith board and batten siding, a brick foundation, and a gable roof with. wood
shingles.

This buildng housed the cook's quarters at the north end, the

kitchen in the middle and the dining hall at the south end.

A board and

batten bunk house also survives north of the pot and tile store house.
In early years, the Western Clay Manufacturing Company used horses to
move materials around the grounds of the plant.

Hith the advent of the inter-

nal combustion engine, trucks slowly replaced horses and wagons.

Nevertheless,

Western Clay relied on horses for motive pm,er until about 1934.

The last of

Hestern Clay's "retired" horses lived in the barn at the south end of the
property until World Har II.

Prior to 1934, Western Clay also raised its own

Cal,S, pigs and chickens, produced Its own dairy products and vegetables and
grel' crops to feed the livestock.

Thus, in the early years this barn and the
24
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nearby sheds were used in standard farm practice in support of the operations
of the brickyard.

The barn is a rectangular log structure with board and

batten siding and a gable roof with wood shingles (most of the shingles are
gone, exposing the roof decking).- Centered on the roof is a louvered cupola.
Extending to the north and south of the east end of the barn are wood frame
shed roof wings.

The log structure sits on a stone (rubble) foundation.

Near the barn is a small stuccoed, .100d frame house in which the "barn man"
lived.
ARCHIE BRAY FOUNDATION
History
Archie Bray, Sr. was not only a skilled clay Harker but a patron of the
arts as well.

He Was known as a good piano playe,' and traveled to NeH York

City on occasion to take in the theatre and the opera.

He was also one of

the principle organizers and occasionally funders of Helena's Community Concert Association.

Bray brought many nationally known theatrical and musical

performers from Chicago and New York to tDlm. 43
The combination of his love of clay and his love of the arts led to
Bray's long-time dream of creating a foundation which would support the
ceramic arts.

With his artist friends, Peter Meloy and Branson Stevenson, he

started an art center for potters in 1951.

l'1m young Montana potters, Rudy

Autio and Peter Voulkos, were hired to work at the brickyard so they could
establish a pottery shop.

That first year, the pottery was housed in the

drying shop adjacent to the old flower pot shop.

Meanwhile, Bray, Autio,

Voulkes, and some volunteers began laying brick for an actual building devoted
to pottery.

The new building, known as "The Pottery," opened with a ceremony

in the fall of 1952. 44
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Almost immediately, the ne"tv Archie Bray Foundation began inviting cele-

brity potters to work and i::struct at The Pottery.

When Archie Bray died in

1953, Archie, Jr. took over the brickyard and continued to support The Pottery.

r

By the time the Ivestern Clay Hanufacturing Company went out of business in
1960, the Archie- Bray Foundation had .enough stature that i t "as able to convince the Small Business Administration to sell the brickyard and the Foundation buildings as two separate entities.

And the Foundation had enough

friends that it ,,~s able to raise the money needed t~ buy the buildings,
"hich have since comprised the Foundation, at the auction in 1963. 45
Since that time, the Archie Bray Foundation has continued to grow and
expand, establishing a good local reputation because of its classes for the
community, "inning statewide awards fori'ts artists and its programs, and
earning national recognition for the impressive list of accomplished resident
potters and reknowned visiting artists.

Also, the Foundation has expanded

its financial base by establishing a clay sales business.

A long-time dream

of the Archie Bray Foundation has been to purchase the buildings and grounds
of the old neighboring brickyard from which the Foundation sprang.

That

dream was realized in 1984 "hen the old Western Clay Hanufacturing Company
structures "ere purchased from IXL Industries of Alberta, successors to
Hedicine Hat Brick and Tile. 46
Buildings
The buildings of the Archie Bray Foundation include The Pottery and an
annex, residences for the resident potter and the manager of the clay business, and a variety of garages and "arehouses.

Adjacent to the drive"a), to

the Foundation is the Old Charles Bray residence, no" under separate mmership from the Foundation.

All of the Foundation buildings are of brick and

tile construction.
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Hare detail on these and other buildings at the Hes tern Clay Manufae turing
Company can be found on the individual inventory sheets for each building
Hhieh accompany this report.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO MONTANA

.~
~.

Hestern Clay Manufacturing Company
The Kessler Brick and Tile Horks Has one of the tHO leading brick
suppliers in Helena and one of the few suppliers of clay tile and pipe in the
state.

When Nicholas Kessler merged his clay manufacturing business ,,!th

that of Jacob S,,1tzer, their new Hestern Clay Manufacturing Company became
one of the largest clay manufacturing concerns in the state and the only
consistent producer of clay products other than brick.

The businesses of the

other leading brick manufacturers in Montana were more closely tied to fluctuations in demand from the state's most dominant industry, copper mining,

r1.
~

smelting and refining.
market with brick.

Western Clay, on the other hand, served a more general

Less then ten years after the formation of the Hestern

Clay Nanufacturing Company, it was clearly the leading brickmaker in Montana.
During those years in which Western Clay led the Montana brickmaking
industry, there were not the building materials supply outlets which are
common today.

Brickyards sold their product directly to the contractor.

For

construction projects which were designed by an architect, the plans usually

1,

specified the kind of brick and the briclunaker.

Toward this end, both Charles

and Archie Bray, Sr. made it a practice to calIon architects and large

1

masonry contractors to encourage their use of Hestern Clay products. 47 · The
success of Hestern Clay during the first half of the 20th century attests to
the good relationships maintained between the
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Br~ys

and principals in the

I
I
I

construction industry as well as to the quality and price of product the
company was able to offer.
As, a~~c9nsequence of 'the ·succes&-of the Weste'r'n' Clay 'Manufacturing Company,
there'are ,many major buildings of l~es'tern Glay products throughout the s ta te.
These include the Federal Courthouses in Butte andc Heleria, the
'~~-~'-L~ .

C~"ic

S:,enter

and She'Firs t Nil tio~a:r'B~nk and Trus t Company in Helena, the Sta te Hospital
at Galen, major ,bu'iJdings all the 'campuses of the State University System at
Missoula, ,Bozeman; Butte, ,Havre, and Dillon, and the Veterans' Hospital at
Fort Harrison. 48
paving brick

Streets of Helena, Great Falls and Missoula were paved with

froml.;;ft~rnC1aY .49

A final tribute to the success of Western Clay and the high regard toward
its owners can be seen in ,the list of honorary pallbearers at the funeral of
Charles Bray in 1931.

It included such notable architects as Chandler Cohagen

of Billings, Walter Arnold of Butte, Fred Willson of Bozeman, and A. B. McIver
of Great Falls. 50
Archie Bray Foundation

1J

Montana has also benefited from the presence of the Archie Bray Foundation
in Helena.

For its contributions, the Foundation

l~as

awarded the "outstanding

institution in the art field" in 1981 by Governor Ted Schwinden.

The Founda-

tion has also contributed many notable ceramicists to the state, principal
among them:

Rudy Autio, who has just retired after a distinguished career of

reaching at the University of Hontana; Dave Shaner, who has a successful
pottery in Big Fork, and Kurt Weiser, current resident potter at the Archie
Bray Foundation. 5l
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STATE~ffiNT

OF SIGNIFICANCE

The lies tern Clay

Company is significant as a leader in

Hontana's clay manufacturing industry which
,

]

~lanufacturing

-.

-'.

-

p;layed~a

niajor-role in the

- -',-

dev~elopmentOf -Montana's built e~vironment;-~ for its associations with Nicholas

Kessler, Charles Bray and

Ar~chie

Bray, Sr" .individuals prominent in Helena's

history; because it embodies the distinctive characteristics of a turn-of-thecentury clay manufacturing operation, both in terms of the surviving buildings
and in terms of the equipment and the processes they house; and because the
buildings, equipment and grounds may yield information important to the
history of brickmaking in Montana.
The~.lVesternc
.~._,'.:.:-,_.,-

ClaY' 'Hilnufac turing Company, "born of the ~mergerof-He:lena' s:-;

tliq principa.1 ~brickmakers-, . the Kessler ~ lVo-rks . and-~'t he - SWTt'zeL .lIorks,. was.among
the _leadin-g -manufacturers 6f brick and other. clay produc.tsin Montana at the
turn of the century and soon became the industry leader.

Besides producing a

wide variety of common, face, fire, paving, and ornamental brick, lVestern
Clay was Montana's only consistent producer of such other clay products as
flue linings, sewer pipe and tile, hollow _clay tile, and flower pots.

Hestern

Clay maintained its leading position in the industry until the decline in
de~and

for clay products, due to increased use of concrete, forced it out of

business in 1960.

However, lVestern Clay is survived by its offspring, the

Archie Bray Foundation, one of Montana's leading arts institutions.
Nicholas Kessler was Helena's first brickrnaker and built his brickmaking
business into one of the leaders in the state.

However, he is more well

known for his Kessler Brewery and as one of 19th century Helena's leading
cItizens.
England.

Charles Bray was a skilled clay worker trained in his native
He Was- the single individual most responsible for the actual tech-

nological improvements at the Kessler brickHorks and a t the newly formed
29

Hestern Clay Manufacturing Company.
the

~!ontana

State Legislature.

He also served in two early sessions of

He sent his son, Archie, to Ohio State

University to study ceramic engineering so that technological advancement
could continue at Western Clay.

In addition to carrying forward his father's

tradition of skilled and technically advanced clay manufacturing,' Archie Bray
was a leading patron of the arts in Helena and is

~erhaps,best

kn9wn as the

founder of the Archie Bray Foundation.
Due to the fact that the Hestern Clay

~wnufacturing

Company was moth-

balled by its new owner after the closure in 1960, the buildings and the
equipment at the complex are in surprisingly good condition.

The plant

depicts all the processes employed in the production of clay products at the
turn of the century with the exception of digging the clay.

All of the equip-

ment and buildings make it possible to clearly and visually understand the
movement of clay from storage to preparation, fabrication, drying, and firing.
Furthermore, there are varieties of these processes represented, such as both
a wet pan and pug mills for preparation, brick extruder, tile extruder, sewer
pipe press and flower pot machine for fabrication, drying shop and drying
tunnels for drying, and scove kilns, beehive kilns and a continuous tunnel
kiln for firing.
Because the facilities of the Western Clay Manufacturing Company are so
intact, they present an excellent opportunity for artifactual analysis of
various elements of the turn-of-the-century clay manufacturing process.
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